ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
STYLE: ENCLOSED, AIR COOLED, DRY TYPE, IGNITION TRANSFORMER
PRIMARY: 120V. 60HZ.
SECONDARY: 6000V. AT 20 MA. (ONE END OF SEC. GROUND TO CORE & CASE)
INSULATION SYSTEM: 105°C
TEMPERATURE RAISE: 55°C MAXIMUM
RATING: 175 VA.
APPROVAL: UL. LISTED FILE #E12339
CSA. CERTIFIED FILE #LR 560

REV: D LEAD LENGTH WAS 22" JL
REV: C UPDATED MJ 2-6-01
REV: B WAS 120VA ON W. DIA MJ 5-25-00
REV: A DRAWN ON AUTO CAD MJ 10-1-99

TITLE: OUTLINE FOR 175 VA.1PH. 60HZ.
IGNITION TRANSFORMER
REF. WEBSTER #612-6A7
M. JAFRI 12-12-61
SCALE: 3D
A06-SB6 10-474